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Microbial community phylogenetic and trait diversity declines with depth in a marine oxygen minimum zone
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Abstract. Oxygen minimum zones (OMZs) are natural physical features of the world’s oceans. They create steep physiochemical gradients in the water column, which most notably include a dramatic draw down in oxygen concentrations over small vertical distances (<100 m). Microbial communities within OMZs play central roles in ocean and global biogeochemical cycles, yet we still lack a fundamental understanding of how microbial biodiversity is distributed across OMZs. Here, we used metagenomic sequencing to investigate microbial diversity across a vertical gradient in the water column during three seasons in the Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP) OMZ. Based on analysis of small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) gene fragments, we found that both taxonomic and phylogenetic diversity declined steeply along the transition from oxygen-rich surface water to the permanent OMZ. We observed similar declines in the diversity of protein-coding gene categories, suggesting a decrease in functional (trait) diversity with depth. Metrics of functional and trait dispersion indicated that microbial communities are phylogenetically and functionally more over-dispersed in oxic waters, but clustered within the OMZ. These dispersion patterns suggest that community assembly drivers (e.g., competition, environmental filtering) vary strikingly across the oxygen gradient. To understand the generality of our findings, we compared OMZ results to two marine depth gradients in subtropical oligotrophic sites and found that the oligotrophic sites did not display similar patterns, likely reflecting unique features found in the OMZ. Finally, we discuss how our results may relate to niche theory, diversity–energy relationships and stress gradients.
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INTRODUCTION

Microorganisms compose the vast majority of biodiversity in the oceans and play crucial roles in global biogeochemical cycles, yet the factors shaping and constraining marine microbial diversity are complex and poorly understood. The first step in demystifying these processes is documenting biodiversity. There is a rich tradition of documenting plant and animal diversity patterns (Lomolino et al. 2006), but quantitative documentation of microorganismal patterns is in its infancy. Studies have shown that different depths in the ocean harbor distinct microbial communities and suggest that general ecological patterns well documented in macro-organisms, such as the relationship between species diversity and productivity or species diversity and latitude, may hold true for microorganisms (De-Long 2006, Smith 2007, Fuhrman et al. 2008).

Marine oxygen minimum zones (OMZs) create a steep physiochemical gradient in the water column (Galán et al. 2009), and so are excellent model systems for investigating how dramatic environmental variation over relatively small spatial scales shapes marine microbial diversity. OMZs form where nutrient-rich water supports high quantities of primary production. As this biomass sinks, it is respired by heterotrophs and the oxygen provided by photosynthesis is rapidly depleted. This biological activity, coupled with local current conditions that prohibit oxygen resupply from lateral or vertical advection and diffusion, maintain anoxic conditions at intermediate depths in the water column over large spatial areas. OMZs harbor unique microbial communities with important biogeochemical roles. For example, microbial activity in OMZs is responsible for 30–50% of nitrogen loss in the ocean (Lam et al. 2011). OMZs are inhospitable to many higher organisms, and are additionally of pressing interest because they are expanding due to anthropogenic effects, including climate change (Stramma et al. 2008). Although several metabolic types have been investigated in targeted studies (e.g., Canfield et al. 2010, Lam and Kuypers 2011), quantitative measurements of overall microbial diversity along this physiochemical gradient are not yet well described.
Microbial community diversity studies are challenging in part because quantifying a parameter as seemingly simple as “species” richness is not straightforward for microbial communities. Studies have relied on genetic proxies to enumerate diversity, such as fingerprinting approaches, or the binning of marker genes into taxonomic groups based on genetic similarity (e.g., 97% small subunit ribosomal RNA [SSU rRNA] sequence similarity as a “species” threshold). Incorporating phylogenetic information into ecological analyses facilitates the identification of drivers of macro- and microorganism biodiversity (Webb et al. 2002, Chave et al. 2007, Lozupone and Knight 2007). Phylogenetic diversity (PD), defined here as the total branch length connecting all taxa in a phylogeny, is a clear phylogenetic equivalent to species richness (Faith 1992). Each taxon’s contribution to the overall PD of a community is based on its relatedness to other organisms in that community, unlike taxonomic richness where all taxa contribute equally (May 1990, Faith 1994). PD is a more ecologically relevant measure of diversity than simple taxonomic richness, as PD is believed to reflect trait diversity.

There has been a growing interest in quantifying functional (or trait) diversity directly in metazoan or plant biodiversity studies. Functional units are defined by either measuring the variation within a set of relevant phenotypic traits or by binning organisms into guilds (reviewed in Schlueter et al. 2010). These approaches are challenging to apply because they require extensive ecological and morphological data (Kraft et al. 2008, Kraft and Ackerly 2009, Lake and Ostling 2009). Currently, gathering such data for diverse communities of microorganisms would be extremely challenging, as most microorganisms in natural communities defy cultivation and characterizations using standard methods.

As an alternative, metagenomic (community genome sequencing) approaches allow significant proportions of the genomes originating from microbial communities (the metagenome) to be sequenced (DeLong et al. 2006). Metagenomes provide a “parts list” of the traits microbes can utilize to persist in their environment (Tringe and Rubin 2005). Parallel to species richness and phylogenetic diversity, the number of unique gene categories identified in a community metagenome equates to that community’s functional richness (FR) (Raes et al. 2011). This approach to quantifying functional diversity circumvents many drawbacks of traditional marker gene (e.g., SSU) methods that can potentially decouple phylogeny from function (lateral gene transfer, multiple gene copies per genome). However, unless lateral gene transfer or the occurrence of multiple marker gene copy numbers predominates, taxonomic richness, PD, and FR should correlate with one another (Petchey and Gaston 2002, Rodrigues and Gaston 2002, Morlon et al. 2011). FR is a promising metric for understanding community responses to environmental gradients or ecological pressures, as it is the most direct link to the mechanisms by which organisms in a community interact with each other and their environment.

It is difficult to predict how microbial diversity will be distributed across the water column. Parallels have been made between marine depth gradients and the more commonly studied latitudinal and elevational gradients because all three involve complex changes in a variety of environmental attributes, including pressure, temperature, nutrient availability, or productivity (Smith and Brown 2002). Microbes have shown both decreasing and hump-shaped diversity patterns across latitudinal and elevation gradients and therefore could demonstrate similar trends across depth gradients (Bryant et al. 2008, Fuhrman et al. 2008, but see Fierer et al. 2011).

Measures of trait richness and phylogenetic dispersion, when combined with null models based on regional taxon pools, provide insight into the potential dominant forces structuring biodiversity (Webb et al. 2002, Cornwell et al. 2006). The most commonly used measure of phylogenetic dispersion, the extent to which community members are clustered (or spread evenly) throughout a phylogeny, is the mean phylogenetic distance between all pairs of taxon (MPD) in a community (Webb et al. 2002). To test if the MPD of a local assemblage is larger (phylogenetically overdispersed) or smaller (phylogenetically clustered) than expected by chance, null communities are generated by randomly resampling taxa from a regional taxa pool. The distribution of null community MPDs is then compared to the focal community MPD (Webb et al. 2002).

Similarly, FR may be larger (functional overdispersion) or smaller (functional clustering) than expected by chance. There are an absolute number of genomes in a given sample, each with a set of traits (gene categories). If genomes within the local sample are functionally very similar (trait clustering) or very different (trait overdispersion), then the sample will display a lower or higher number of total unique traits (trait richness) respectively, relative to a distribution of null community FRs generated by resampling a regional genome pool.

MPD, assuming that niches are phylogenetically conserved (more closely related organisms have more similar niche preferences), and FR can provide insight into the dominant community assembly processes. Phylogenetic clustering within communities, as well as trait clustering, supports the hypothesis that environmental filtering is the dominant force structuring community assembly (Weih et al. 1998, Webb et al. 2002; but see Mayfield and Levine 2010). Environmental filtering is a process where abiotic conditions select for the organisms with similar traits that are best adapted to survive prevailing conditions. Alternatively, phylogenetic or trait overdispersion supports the hypothesis that competitive exclusion is the dominant force structuring community assembly, whereby greater competition between similar species leads to co-occurrence of
prominently distantly related species with different
 niches (Tofts and Silvertown 2000, Webb et al. 2002).

Many forces act in concert to assemble communities,
 but the relative importance of each can vary depending
 on environmental conditions (Bryant et al. 2008).
 Environmental gradients provide natural experiments
to test the relative importance of community assembly
 processes under varying conditions. For example,
 Hornor-Devine and Bohannan (2006) found that
 betaproteobacteria became increasingly phylogenetically
 dispersed with increasing total organic carbon in a set of
 mesocosm experiments, suggesting that competition has
 a greater role in structuring betaproteobacteria commu-
nities in more productive environments. We predict that
 signals for environmental filtering will predominate in
 locations where abiotic conditions place the largest
 constraint on organism growth and that signals for
 competition will predominate in places where the
 environment is more conducive to growth.

Here, we analyzed 17 metagenomic data sets to
 quantify depth-specific phylogenetic and functional
diversity and dispersion patterns along a depth gradient
 encompassing the OMZ in the Eastern Tropical South
 Pacific (ETSP) off the coast of Iquique, Chile. Our
 samples span three seasons (fall, winter, summer), as
 well as dramatic gradients in light, oxygen, and nutrient
 availability. To put our results in a broader context, we
 compared ETSP results to two depth gradients sampled
 in oligotrophic regions of the ocean.

METHODS

Site description and sample collection

Microbial community DNA samples previously published
in Canfield et al. (2010) and Stewart et al. (2011),
along with additional previously unpublished samples (see
Table 1 for details) were collected from Station #3 (20°07′
S, 70°23′ W) off the coast of Iquique, Chile in austral fall
(June 2008), winter (August 2009), and summer (January
2010) as part of three Microbial Oceanography of Oxygen
Minimum Zone (MOOMZ) cruises aboard the R/V Vidal
Gormaz. Sample collection procedures have been de-
scribed in detail (Canfield et al. 2010, Stewart et al.
2011a). In brief, seawater samples were collected using
either 10-L Niskin bottles deployed on a rosette system (all
2008 samples; 35-m, 50-m, 110-m, and 200-m 2009
samples) or from an in situ pump-cast system (70-m 2009
sample and all 2010 samples). Samples were pre-filtered
through 1.6 μm GF/A filters (125 mm diameter, What-
man) and collected on either 0.22 Steripak-GP20 (2008
samples) or 0.22 Sterivex filters (2009 and 2010 samples;
Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA). Previously
published oligotrophic ocean samples of the same size
fraction were collected in October 2006 from the Hawaiian
Ocean Time Series Station (HOT) ALOHA (22°44′ N,
158°22′ W) and the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS)
(31°40′ N, 64°10′ W) as described previously (Friass-Lopez
et al. 2008, Coleman and Chisholm 2010). The volume of
water filtered for each oligotrophic sample is reported in
Appendix A: Table A1.

DNA extraction and pyrosequencing

Genomic DNA extractions were conducted as previously
described (ETSP 2008, BATS, and HOT samples
[Frias-Lopez et al. 2008], ETSP 2009 and 2010 samples
[Canfield et al. 2010]). Briefly, cells were lysed by adding
lysis buffer (50 mmol/L Tris-HCl, 40 mmol/L EDTA,
and 0.75 mol/L sucrose) and lysozyme directly to filters,
followed by a protease K digestion. DNA was then
purified from ETSP 2008, BATS, and HOT lysate using
column purification and phenol chloroform extraction.
ETSP 2009 and 2010 lysate was purified using the
QuickGene-610L system (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan). The
extracted genomic DNA was used for the generation of
single-stranded DNA libraries and emulsion PCR
according to standard protocols (454 Life Sciences,
Roche, Branford, Connecticut, USA). Clonally ampli-
fied library fragments were sequenced on a Roche
Genome Sequencer FLX instrument using FLX (ETSP
2008, HOTS, and BATS samples) or Titanium (ETSP
2009 and 2010) series reagents. Artificially created
identical duplicate sequences were removed from data
sets prior to analyses using the sequence-clustering
package CD-HIT (Li and Godzik 2006, Stewart et al.
2010). Titanium series reagents and sequencing proto-
cols yield a greater number of sequences and longer read
lengths than do FLX series reagents and protocols. The
FLX and Titanium reagents and protocols however are
not expected to selectively target different genes or taxa,
since the major difference between these two methods is
simply the length of DNA fragments captured for
sequencing.

SSU rRNA and protein-coding gene assignments

MegaBLAST searches against the ARB-SILVA non-
redundant (99% identity criterion) SSU rRNA reference
database were used to identify SSU genes within each
genomic DNA data set (Altschuel et al. 1999, Pruesse
et al. 2007; release 102). Reads identified as SSU genes
were assigned to their closest relative (top BLAST hit
with a bit-score of 50 or above) in the database and the
 corresponding leaf on the ARB-SILVA non-redundant
 SSU reference guide phylogeny (Hamady et al. 2010).
 For the purpose of this study, ARB-SILVA SSU reference
sequences were considered to be taxa. The ARB-SILVA non-redundant SSU reference guide tree
was pruned to include only sequences that contained
taxa with assigned reads from each data set using the
ARB software program (Ludwig et al. 2004). Taxa were
also binned into phylum- or class-level groups according
to ARB-SILVA taxonomy.

Non-rRNA sequences within each DNA data set were
compared to the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) database using BLASTX homology
searches (Kanehisa and Goto 2000; as of 30 May 2010).
Reads were annotated as their top hit KEGG homologue
Table 1. Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP) sample and sequence library characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth series</th>
<th>Depth of sample (m)</th>
<th>Volume of water filtered (L)</th>
<th>No. sequenced reads</th>
<th>Average read length (bps)</th>
<th>No. SSU reads</th>
<th>SSU identity to ARB-SILVA (%)†</th>
<th>SSU alignment length§</th>
<th>KEGG hits to total reads (%)</th>
<th>NCBI accession number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>771 623</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>97.7 (3.6)</td>
<td>185 (87)</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>SRX080962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>341 163</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>97.7 (3.6)</td>
<td>191 (90)</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>SRX025906*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>382 821</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>98.0 (3.2)</td>
<td>191 (87)</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>SRX080938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>569 046</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>97.6 (3.6)</td>
<td>197 (87)</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>SRX025908*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>380 764</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>97.6 (3.2)</td>
<td>190 (87)</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>SRX025910†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>485 911</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>96.5 (4.0)</td>
<td>187 (87)</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>SRX025912*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>173 051</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>97.6 (4.0)</td>
<td>203 (77)</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>SRX080951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>937 420</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1257</td>
<td>97.3 (3.6)</td>
<td>236 (151)</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>SRX080953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1 042 057</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>97.6 (3.5)</td>
<td>242 (153)</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>SRX080954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1 147 856</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>96.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>275 (172)</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>SRX029170†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>905 059</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>96.8 (3.7)</td>
<td>257 (178)</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>SRX080955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>930 359</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>1014</td>
<td>96.9 (3.6)</td>
<td>192 (117)</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>SRX029171†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 530 891</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>96.7 (4.0)</td>
<td>267 (172)</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>SRX080956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 359 823</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>96.4 (4.3)</td>
<td>291 (190)</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>SRX029172‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 456 854</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>96.1 (4.3)</td>
<td>282 (179)</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>SRX080960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 301 664</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>96.4 (4.1)</td>
<td>283 (190)</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>SRX029173‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Duplicate reads not included.
‡ Average percentage sequence identity of each small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) read to its closest hit in the ARB-SILVA database. Standard deviation is in parentheses.
§ Average alignment length of each SSU read to its top hit in the ARB-SILVA database. Standard deviation is in parentheses.
§§ Previously published in Stewart et al. (2011).
# Previously published in Canfield et al. (2010).

with a bit-score of 50 or greater and assigned to the top hit’s corresponding KEGG ortholog (ko) gene category and then KEGG pathway. To investigate database effects, we chose the 2009 depth series as a representative series and classified each 2009 data set using the same approach according to annotations in the eggNOG database (Muller et al. 2010). EggNOG is a fusion of the clusters of orthologous groups (COG) data set and non-supervised orthologous groups (NOG) data sets. We also used a database-independent approach to assign protein-coding genes in ETSP samples to protein clusters. We first used Metagene, an ab initio gene-finding program, to identify amino acid sequences in each 454 library (Noguchi et al. 2006). We then pooled the amino acid sequences that originated from the same depth series, and clustered amino acid sequences with a 60% identity threshold using cd-hit (Li and Godzik 2006).

Diversity measures

We used the SSU data to quantify community diversity based on two metrics: (1) taxonomic richness (TR), the number of unique taxa identified in each data set, and (2) phylogenetic diversity (PD), as described in Introduction and calculated using the pd function in the R package Picante (Faith 1992, Kembel et al. 2010, R Development Core Team 2011). We did not include the root from a larger regional phylogeny while calculating PD (Cadotte et al. 2010). We quantified functional richness (FR) within each community as the total number of unique KEGG ko gene classifications, protein clusters or eggNOG orthologous groups, referred to as FRK, FRPC, and FREN, respectively.

To accurately compare TR, PD, and FR between data sets with differing numbers of reads within the same depth series, we normalized each data set to the smallest data set in its respective depth series using rarefaction. For example, all 2009 KEGG TR data sets were normalized to the 2009 sample with the fewest total number of hits to the ARB-SILVA database. We then used these values in calculating model statistics (see Correlation with depth). However, for display and comparative purposes (Fig. 2; Appendix D: Figs. D2–4), we normalized all TR and PD ETSP data sets to the 800-m 2008 sample, which had the fewest number of reads from all three depth series (years). For making comparisons between the ETSP and the oligotrophic sites (Appendix E: Fig. E2), we normalized samples from the 2009 ETSP depth series, and the HOT and BATS data sets to the BATS 500-m sample (the smallest data set in the study). Rarefaction was conducted for TR and FR using the rarely function in the R package vegan and for PD by taking the average PD of 1000 random subsamples of each community (R Development Core Team 2011; vegan package available online).4

Dispersion metrics

Mean phylogenetic distance (MPD) and abundance-weighted MPD (aMPD) along with corresponding null expectations were calculated with the ses.mpd function in the R package Picante (Kembel et al. 2010) using the ARB-SILVA-based phylogenies. Null distributions for each data set (community) were obtained by randomly

4 http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=vegan
sampling a pool of all taxa found in the respective depth series 999 times while constraining both the number of taxa in the community and taxa occurrence across all samples (Webb et al. 2002, Kembel and Hubbell 2006, Kembel et al. 2010). Observed MPD and aMPD values were considered significantly clustered or overdispersed ($P < 0.05$; Webb et al. 2002) if they fell within the lower or upper 2.5% of the null distribution.

Because of the fragmentary nature of metagenomic data, we could not resample whole genomes to build null distributions for FR values. Instead, we created regional trait pools for each depth series by combining all traits (KEGG ko genes) identified in all the samples within each depth series, while maintaining observed trait abundances. We constructed a distribution of null community FR values for each sample by resampling without replacement the total number of traits identified in each sample and calculating FR 999 times. This is equivalent to resampling simulated whole genomes that were constructed using ko genes randomly selected from the entire depth series. Each randomly constructed genome had the same average genome size (number of KEGG ko genes) as the genomes within the focal sample and the null communities each had the same total number of genomes as the sample. Observed FR values were considered significantly clustered or overdispersed ($P < 0.05$) if they fell within the lower or upper 2.5% of the null distribution. Null expectations were also recalculated for the 2009 ETSP eggNOG-based FR values.

To ensure that differences in sequencing depth between data sets within the same depth series did not bias MPD, aMPD, or FR null expectation results (e.g., over-representation of larger data sets in regional pools), we subsampled each depth series, as described above for PD 100 times, recalculated MPD, aMPD, FR, and the null expectations for each subsample, and averaged

Fig. 1. Photosynthetically available radiation (PAR, $\mu$E·m$^{-2}$·s$^{-1}$), fluorescence ($\mu$g/L), and oxygen ($\mu$mol/L) levels in the Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP) during sampling periods. PAR data were not available in 2009. Black dots signify sampling depths.
Methods

1.60.05) and l, l, 0.03, Fig. decreased across the gradient, Ecology, Vol. 93, No. 7

index values and null model ranking results. R codes to perform these tasks, as well as PD rarefaction are available in the Supplement.

Correlation with depth

We used linear regression analysis to examine the correlation between rarefied diversity (TR, PD, FRk, FR(EN), FRPC) and dispersion (MPD, aMPD) measures with depth as well as the relationship between TR and PD with FRk. Linear, logarithmic, and power-law models were all fit for each model of diversity or dispersion as a function of depth. Final model choice was based on meeting regression model assumptions and Akaike information criterion. We normalized each sample to the smallest sample in the respective depth series (year) and included a “sampling year” term in ETSP models of TR, PF, and FR as a function of depth to account for differences in sequencing depth (see Diversity measures). This was not necessary for models of MPD and aMPD as a function of depth because MPD and aMPD are mean values rather than additive indices. In the initial ETSP models, we included a “volume of water filtered” variable because water volumes did vary between samples (see Table 1). The water volume term was never significant (P < 0.05) and therefore left out of the final models.

Results

We analyzed over 14 million sequence reads from 17 microbial community gDNA samples collected from the Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP) OMZ (Table 1) in austral fall (June 2008), winter (August 2009), and summer (January 2010). Samples spanned a depth gradient encompassing distinct physiochemical zones in the water column, including the photic zone, the oxycline, the suboxic core of the OMZ, and the oxygenated waters beneath the OMZ (Fig. 1). Notably, oxygen concentrations along the vertical sampling gradient span three orders of magnitude, peaking at >200 μmol/L in the upper photic zone, declining steeply along the oxycline (~30–70 m depth), and dropping well below 5 μmol/L throughout the core of the OMZ (~100–450 m depth; Stewart et al. 2012).

Phylogenetic diversity

The distribution of broad taxonomic groups was similar to that found in other microbial diversity studies at the same station off the coast of Iquique (Appendix D: Fig. D1; see also Stevens and Ulloa 2008, Stewart et al. 2012). After statistically accounting for variation in data set size within each depth series, we found that taxonomic richness (TR) and phylogenetic diversity (PD) both decreased steeply with ocean depth (P < 0.001; Fig. 2, Table 2, Appendix D: Fig. D2). The decrease was observed in each sampling year. Within each year, TR decreased from the shallowest to the deepest sample by 27–32%, and PD decreased by 14–23%. A closer look at the 2009 depth series revealed that TR within over half of the broad taxonomic groups declined between the shallowest and deepest sample (Appendix B: Table B1). The largest declines in TR were observed in Flavobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria, Cyanobacteria, and Euryarchaeota.

Microbial communities in our study are defined as all microbes between the sizes of 0.22–1.6 μm (see Methods). Therefore, the majority of SSU genes we uncovered were of bacterial or archaeal origin. However, we also observed a small percentage of eukaryotic SSU (18S rRNA) genes (average across all data sets: 3.8%; Fig. D1), with the 2009 50-m data set containing the largest percentage (9.2%). Many of the eukaryotic SSU sequences matched picoeukaryotes that fit within the 0.22–1.6 μm size class (e.g., Alveolata, Stamenopiles), but a small number of others likely originated from fragmented tissue or the nuclei of lysed cells from larger organisms. We chose not to exclude the eukaryotic sequences from the analyses described in the main text, as we cannot confirm their origin. However, depth-specific trends in TR and PD did not change when all eukaryotic sequences were excluded from the analyses (P < 0.002; Table 2, Fig. D3).

Functional diversity

After statistically accounting for differences in data set size (see Methods), we found that functional richness as defined using the KEGG database (FRk) or protein clusters (FRPC), declined with ocean depth (P < 0.03, Fig. 3, Table 2, Appendix D: Fig. D4). This is consistent with measures of taxonomic and phylogenetic diversity. Within each depth series, FRk decreased across the gradient.
Table 2. Models predicting taxonomic richness (TR), functional richness (FR), phylogenetic diversity (PD), or phylogenetic structure (mean phylogenetic distance, MPD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site and models</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>Multiple $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{TR}) - \text{year} + \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$9.4 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{PD}) - \text{year} + \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{non-eukaryotic TR}) - \text{year} + \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{non-eukaryotic PD}) - \text{year} + \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$6.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{FR}_K) - \text{log(\text{TR})}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{FR}_K) - \text{year} + \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$9.4 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{FR}_P) - \text{year} + \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MPD} - \text{depth}$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{aMPD} - \text{depth}$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{non-eukaryotic MPD} - \text{depth}$</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{non-eukaryotic aMPD} - \text{depth}$</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bermuda Atlantic Time-Series (BATS)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{log}(\text{PD}) - \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$5.2 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{MPD} - \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{aMPD} - \text{log(depth)}$</td>
<td>$6.8 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All logs are base 10. FR$_K$ and FR$_{PC}$ represent the number of unique KEGG ko gene categories and protein clusters, respectively, identified in each sample. The parameter aMPD stands for abundance-weighted MPD.

† Only included samples above 500 m.

Fig. 3. Functional richness (FR) across depths in the ETSP. Colored shapes (by sample year, as in Fig. 2) represent FR$_K$, the number of unique KEGG ko gene categories identified in each sample. Black bars outline 95% confidence intervals expected from randomly generated communities. Blue shading outlines regions of the water column with oxygen concentrations below 5 µmol/L. Rarefaction analysis was used to account for differences in sequencing depth between samples within the same depth series (year; see Methods).
between 8.9% and 24.8%. A closer look at the 2009 depth series, obtained by binning reads into KEGG pathways, revealed that the number of unique KEGG ko categories within KEGG pathways decreased from the shallowest to deepest samples in 263 out of 306 KEGG pathways identified at the ETSP. The largest decreases in FRK were observed in pathways specific to eukaryotic organisms and pathways related to protein production and growth including the purine metabolism, pyrimidine metabolism (both largely comprised of polymerase genes) and cell cycle pathways (Appendix C: Table C1).

Phylogenetic and trait dispersion

Phylogenetic dispersion varied significantly across depths (Fig. 4). MPDs and aMPDs became increasingly clustered (smaller) from the mixed layer to the heart of the OMZ (all depths above 500 m; \( P < 0.02; \) Table 2, Fig. 4, Appendix D: Fig. D5). Some of the shallower samples showed significant phylogenetic overdispersion. All of the samples within the core of the OMZ (100–200 m) had significantly clustered MPDs and all but one sample had significantly clustered aMPDs. Increased clustering with depth was also observed when all eukaryotic taxa were removed from the analysis (\( P < 0.001; \) Table 2, Appendix D: Figs. D5 and D6).

We also created a KEGG-based null model to test if FR is lower (trait clustering) or higher (trait overdispersion) than expected by chance given the total number of KEGG ko genes found in each sample. The 2009 and 2010 KEGG dispersion data were nearly identical to the 2009 and 2010 phylogenetic dispersion results (Figs. 3 and 4). In each depth series, only one point differed as to whether it was significantly clustered or within the bounds of the null expectation. In the 2008 depth series, both phylogenetic and trait dispersion results showed high levels of clustering in the OMZ, but in general were not as well coupled as in the 2009–2010 data.

Comparison to Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) and Hawaiian Oceanographic Time Series (HOT)

To determine the generality of the patterns observed in the OMZ, we compared the diversity patterns across the ETSP samples to diversity along depth gradients in
the oligotrophic, open ocean water column at the Hawaii Ocean Time Series (HOT) and Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) study sites. Nutrient concentrations (e.g., inorganic nitrogen) at these open ocean sites can be several orders of magnitude lower than those in and above the ETSP OMZ (Cavender-Bares et al. 2001, Stewart et al. 2012). Also, fluorescence peaks at a much deeper depth at BATS and HOT relative to the ETSP (Appendix E: Fig. E1), highlighting a much deeper photic zone at these sites. The oxygen concentrations at BATS and HOT stay relatively high (~100–250 μmol/L) from the surface to a depth of ~200 m, before decreasing gradually to a minimum at approximately 700–800 m depth (below the depth range sampled in this study).

We did not observe a consistent decrease in PD, TR, or FR with ocean depth as in the ETSP (Figs. E2 and E3). Phylogenetic diversity at BATS actually increases as a function of depth with marginal significance (P < 0.052; Table 2). We also did not observe a decrease in phylogenetic or trait dispersion with depth (Figs. E3 and E4). Rather, BATS appears to become more dispersed with depth (P < 0.001; Fig. E4, Table 2) and HOT shows no clear trends.

Changes in TR within most broad taxonomic groups followed similar trends at all sites (Appendix B: Tables B1, B3, and B5). At BATS, HOT, and the ETSP, large declines in TR between the shallowest to deepest sample were observed for Alphaproteobacteria, Flavobacteria, and Cyanobacteria clades. In addition, at all sampling sites, TR within several groups, including Chloroflexi, Deltaproteobacteria, and Deferrribacteres, increased from the shallowest to deepest samples. However, at HOT and BATS, increases in richness within some taxonomic groups at deeper depths effectively canceled out richness decreases within other groups. This resulted in a very small net change in TR across the entire water column at the oligotrophic sites, whereas TR sharply declined with depth at the ETSP.

In contrast to the ETSP, where the vast majority of KEGG pathways declined in richness (FR$_K$) with depth, at both BATS and HOT the number of pathways with an increasing FR$_K$ roughly equaled those with a decreasing FR$_K$ (BATS 144 vs. 150; HOT: 124 vs. 160, respectively). As in the ETSP, at both oligotrophic sites FR$_K$ within the photosynthesis pathway declined substantially with depth, while two-component signal transduction systems were among the pathways with the greatest increases with depth (Appendix C: Tables C1, C3, and C5).

**Discussion**

The advent of high throughput metagenomics has opened up a new world to microbial ecologists, providing an unprecedented view of the functional and genetic diversity of microorganisms in natural environments. Here we applied metrics commonly used in macroorganism ecology to metagenomic data from oxygen minimum zones (OMZs) in the Eastern Tropical South Pacific Ocean (ETSP). We were able to find evidence of some of the broad forces shaping the ecology of microbial communities in these unique marine habitats.

**Effects of database selection**

Metagenomic studies are potentially hampered by the biases and limitations of the sequence databases used to infer the identity of environmental sequence fragments. As is true for most environmental metagenomic studies, the relative level of representation among organisms in sequence databases is a potential source of bias that is difficult to assess. Some microbial communities sampled along the depth gradients could be better represented in the ARB-SILVA, KEGG, and eggNOG databases than other communities. To minimize this potential bias in the SSU-based analyses (TR, PD, and MPD/aMPD), we used ARB-SILVA’s non-redundant database, in which no two sequences are more than 99% identical, rather than using the full ARB-SILVA reference database to limit the influence of highly sampled environments. We did observe differences between data sets in the percentage of total non-duplicated reads that were assigned to KEGG ko categories, the largest difference being 16% between two 2009 data sets (Table 1). However, the percentage of reads assigned to KEGG ko categories did not consistently decrease with depth, suggesting that uneven genome representation in the database is not driving FR$_K$ observed depth patterns.

Functional richness (FR) and dispersion trends differed when the eggNOG database was used to define traits rather than the KEGG database, although FR$_EN$
was still lowest in the OMZ samples (Fig. 5). The KEGG database consists of genes from 1293 genomes with known and homology-based functional assignments, while the eggNOG database was built by clustering all genes with known and unknown functions from 629 fully sequenced genomes (Kanehisa and Goto 2000, Muller et al. 2010). Because KEGG includes more genomes, this database likely encompassed a wider breadth of traits from different taxonomic groups. But because genes with unknown functions are included in the eggNOG database, searches against eggNOG produced more traits within each genome that was present in the database. Overall, these discrepancies illustrate the potential database-dependency of FR analyses. As our understanding of genes and gene functions grow in the future, databases will become more complete and database biases should decrease.

Database-independent clustering of protein-coding sequences can circumvent database biases (Stewart et al. 2011). However, database-independent methods have caveats as well. Notably, data sets composed of smaller sequences typically produce more clusters composed of fewer reads. This was evident in our results. The 2008 data sets contain fewer and on average shorter sequencing reads than the 2009 and 2010 data sets but produced more clusters (Table 1, Appendix D: Fig. D4). The sampling year term in the model accounted for the differences in average read lengths between years (adding an additional average read length term did not improve the model). The clustering analysis, supports our KEGG based results in suggesting that FR decreases with depth across the water column in the ETSP.

**Diversity decreases with depth**

As predicted, phylogenetic diversity (PD) correlated better with functional richness (FR_k) than it did with taxonomic richness (TR, R^2 of 0.90 vs. 0.79; Table 2). PD also had a slightly stronger correlation with ocean depth than TR in the ETSP (R^2 of 0.98 vs. 0.96). Other studies have observed that PD has a stronger correlation with environmental variables than TR (Chave et al. 2007). FR had a lower correlation with ocean depth, which may reflect real ecological differences between TR, PD, and FR, or more likely the incompleteness of the KEGG database. Regardless, the TR, PD, and FR results all demonstrate a distinct decrease in microbial diversity with depth across three seasons, suggesting that this pattern is relatively stable. Similarly, analysis of a seasonal OMZ off British Columbia (Saanich Inlet) showed SSU rRNA sequence richness peaking at the hypoxic transition zone before declining drastically within the OMZ (Zaikova et al. 2010). In contrast, after sequencing PCR amplified-SSU rRNA genes, Stevens and Ulloa (2008) found that bacterial OTU diversity (binned at 99–90% sequence similarity) was higher in the ETSP OMZ core than in the upper OMZ and surface waters in the summer of 2008. These divergent findings may be due to methodological differences. For example, Stevens and Ulloa targeted a larger microbial size fraction (<3 µm). Also, PCR can preferentially amplify some microbial groups over others (Kanagawa 2003).

Similar to our findings in the ETSP, Brown and colleagues (2009), using deep-coverage sequencing of the V9 hyper-variable region of the SSU gene and binning sequences at fine taxonomic resolutions (98% sequence similarity and greater), reported that bacterial OTU richness in the mixed surface layer at HOT station ALOHA was higher than in the mesopelagic OMZ at 800 m depth. In contrast, at broader taxonomic resolutions (95–80% sequence similarity), which are likely more comparable to TR thresholds used in our study, Brown et al. observed that archaeal and bacterial OTU richness was greater in the OMZ than in the surface layer. Additionally, Kembel et al. (2011) observed at HOT station ALOHA that OTU richness was higher in the mesopelagic OMZ than in surface water, at both 95% and 99% sequence similarity. Environmental differences may explain why the HOT OMZ appears species-rich relative to surface waters, whereas we observed lower richness within the ETSP OMZ compared to surface waters. Notably, dissolved oxygen concentrations within the HOT OMZ are orders of magnitude higher than those in the ETSP OMZ (tens of µmol/L vs. tens of nmol/L; DeLong et al. 2006, Revsbech et al. 2009, Canfield et al. 2010). In addition, the OMZ layer at HOT, which begins much deeper in the water column (~700 m), is much thinner (<100 m) than at the ETSP and therefore more susceptible to edge effects, which may boost diversity (Harris 1988).

Our sampling at the oligotrophic HOT and BATS sites did not span the OMZ layer, which is located at ~770 m depth at that site. Though the vertical distances over which samples were collected were similar across all sites, environmental heterogeneity was much greater across the ETSP profile (Fig. 1 and Appendix E: Fig. E1). The upwelling of nutrient-rich water coupled with exceptionally high surface productivity above the ETSP OMZ likely create much steeper physical and biological gradients than in the oligotrophic open ocean. These dramatic gradients are likely the major drivers of the observed diversity patterns at the ETSP.

**Factors shaping diversity**

Though our data do not conclusively determine the mechanisms shaping community diversity, they do suggest some hypotheses. The steep decline in diversity within the OMZ may reflect a decrease in niche availability. High primary productivity generated in the photic zone through photoautotrophy creates a highly concentrated, potentially diverse pool of organic matter, which supports a very active heterotrophic microbial community in surface waters (Pantoja et al. 2004, Sempéré et al. 2008). Concurrent with a transition from surface waters into the OMZ, sinking rich organic carbon is degraded and becomes increasingly refractory,
and possibly more homogeneous (Pantoja et al. 2004, 2009, Brown et al. 2009). Additionally, the transition into the OMZ generally co-occurs with reduced light levels. We hypothesize that this reduction and potential homogenization of labile organic matter and loss of solar radiation may reduce the number of niches available to both heterotrophic microorganisms and microorganisms that interact with light. This hypothetical rise in niche scarcity would drive the observed decline in TR, PD, and trait richness with depth.

The taxonomic (phylum-level) and KEGG pathway data suggest that niches associated with light and labile organic matter utilization are more prevalent in surface water than in the OMZ at the ETSP. Notably, although ABC transporter abundance was higher in deep samples at the ETSP, transporter richness was highest in shallow samples, suggesting greater variation in the types of substrates used near the surface (Appendix C: Table C1 and C2). Also, the richness and abundance of Cyanobacteria and Flavobacteria and of genes within the photosynthesis pathway substantially declined between 50 m and 70 m in the 2009 ETSP depth series (Appendix B: Table B1 and B2, Appendix C: Table C1). Cyanobacteria are photautotrophs and are anticipated to be at high abundance in surface layers. In contrast, Flavobacteria are primarily heterotrophs, though some strains may use the retinal-containing proteorhodopsin as a light-driven proton pump to support energy production. Furthermore, Flavobacteria tend to co-occur with phytoplankton and are believed to specialize in degrading proteins and other polymers (González et al. 2008, Gómez-Pereira et al. 2010), potentially explaining their higher abundance near or in the photic depths.

Similar declines in photosynthesis pathway richness and Cyanobacteria and Flavobacteria richness also occurred at BATS and HOT (Tables B3, B5, C3, and C5). However, the declines occurred at deeper depths compared to the ETSP (between 100 and 500 m at oligotrophic sites vs. 50 and 70 m at the ETSP), consistent with the much deeper photic zone in these oligotrophic waters (approximately 120 m depth at BATS/HOT vs. 50 m at ETSP). Also in contrast to the ETSP, ABC transporter richness at BATS and HOT stayed consistent across samples above 500 m, suggesting that substrate diversity across these sites may not have changed. Overall, these trends suggest that depths of 110 m and above are more homogenous in the oligotrophic sites than at the ETSP.

The reduction in TR, PD, and FR in the OMZ at the ETSP suggests that the number of functional niches may be reduced in the OMZ by the requirement for anaerobic or microaerophilic lifestyles. Alternatively, it has been hypothesized that more niches may be available in OMZ waters because suboxic conditions allow microbes to use multiple electron acceptors for respiration, while in surface waters, oxygen is preferentially used and not limiting (Stevens and Ulloa 2008). Nitrate, manganese (IV), iodide, and sulfate, in addition to nitrite (via the anammox reaction and denitrification) have all been reported as being utilized during respiration in OMZs (Canfield et al. 2010, Lam and Kuypers 2011). We observed an increase in the relative abundance of sequences matching dissimilatory nitrogen pathways, as well as those mediating sulfur and methane metabolism, in deeper samples in the ETSP (Table C2). Also, the 2009 ETSP samples collected within the OMZ had lower TR and PD values than the aphotic HOT and BATS 500-m samples (Appendix E: Fig. E2). It is possible our results reflect a net decline in the number of niches in the OMZ relative to oxic water that outweigh an increased number of niches in the OMZ due to electron acceptor partitioning.

We speculate that, overall, lower energy availability in the core of the OMZ (due to lower redox potentials, less readily available organic material, and lack of incoming solar radiation) reduces the total number of possible niches compared to shallower depths. This hypothesis is consistent with general species–energy theories, which predict that richness is limited by the amount of available energy in a system (Wright 1983, Currie 1991). Solar energy (light) also creates an energy gradient at the oligotrophic BATS and HOT sites, though this gradient is distributed over a much greater depth range (Fig. E1). Relative to the ETSP, lower nutrient concentrations in the water column at these sites restrict primary production, limiting the amount of energy made accessible to other organisms through photosynthesis (Corno et al. 2008, Stewart et al. 2012). Consistent with this hypothesis, even at shallow depths in the oxygenated photic zone, TR and PD were higher at the ETSP than at the oligotrophic sites (Fig. E2). This pattern is at least partially due to the presence in the ETSP of Crenarchaea and Chloroflexi at shallow depths.

At the ETSP, we observed a monotonic decrease in diversity across depths, rather than a hump-shaped pattern. Both patterns are commonly observed across energy gradients in nature (Mittelbach et al. 2001). Our study may have captured the “true” underlying diversity pattern in our system. Alternatively, the scale at which our study was conducted may explain our results. For example, the sampling extent (overall area encompassed by the study) may only span the decreasing region of a larger hump-shaped pattern. Also, theoretical and empirical work has demonstrated that smaller sample grains (area of each sample unit) yield hump-shaped patterns while increasing sampling grain transforms the pattern into a monotonic decrease in diversity with decreasing energy (Chase and Leibold 2002). Considering the small size of microbes compared to our sample volumes, we are likely sampling at large grains.

**Drivers of clustering and overdispersion**

Our data show that microbial communities are more phylogenetically and functionally dispersed in the oxic zone and oxycline, whereas they were more clustered in
the OMZ. In the 2008 data set, the phylogenetic and functional data in the oxic zone below the OMZ (at 500 m and 800 m) were not as tightly coupled, as they were significantly clustered functionally, but not significantly clustered phylogenetically. This could be explained if phylogenetic niche conservatism is diminished at these depths, and environmental filtering in concert with lateral gene transfer are shaping communities of microorganisms with similar traits that are not closely related. This is consistent with previous studies showing that mobile elements were more abundant at greater depths (DeLong et al. 2006, Konstantinidis et al. 2009). A similar trend was observed across the oxycline into the OMZ in the ETSP (Stewart et al. 2012).

Our data suggest that competition is the dominant force driving community assembly in oxic waters above the OMZ and environmental filtering is the dominant force within the OMZ, although competition experiments are necessary to confirm our findings (Mayfield and Levine 2010). The role of competition either consistently decreases with depth through the OMZ or apexes in the mid oxycline. We propose that at shallower depths, high primary productivity, oxygen concentrations, and high nutrient availability create an environment where the main limitation to growth is competition with other organisms. The peak in the signal for competition may form as resources including labile carbon and oxygen begin decreasing in the oxycline. Alternatively, the apex may form where environmental stressors in very shallow surface water (e.g., high light intensities or large temperature fluxes) decline. These could be slightly “filtering” communities, thereby reducing the dominant competition signal. Moving into the OMZ, a greater reduction in resources occurs and the environment becomes much more restrictive, making environmental filtering the dominant force structuring communities. This model is consistent with the niche theory discussed above. It is reasonable to predict that one will find a higher signal of competition within communities partitioned over a large number of niches and a higher signal for environmental filtering in areas with fewer total available niches.

It is well established that the sampling scale strongly influences the outcome of phylogenetic community assembly analyses (Cavender-Bares et al. 2006, Swenson et al. 2006, 2007). For example, the larger the spatial extent that the regional species pool is drawn from, the greater the signal for environmental filtering (Swenson et al. 2006). Although this has not been tested for the FR null model implemented here, it is highly likely that the observed relative importance of community assembly drivers will differ under different sampling scales. Regardless, at the scale of this study, it is interesting that the relative importance of competition and environmental filtering strongly shift across the ecological gradient. Our findings support the stress gradient hypothesis, which predicts that phylogenetic and functional community assembly will be driven more by environmental filtering in adverse environments (e.g., low nutrient, low energy) and more by competition in benign environments (Weiher and Keddy 1995, Swenson 2011).

High-throughput molecular techniques are just beginning to reveal functional biogeographical patterns and the mechanisms that shape and maintain biodiversity (Zhou et al. 2008, Raes et al. 2011). Metagenomic data has drawbacks, including incomplete sampling, partial gene coverage, and an inability to identify the function of all the reads (see discussion on database biases in Effects of database selection). However, incomplete sampling and identification issues are not new issues to ecology and will be readily addressed with technological advancements. Regardless, metagenomic data provides a relatively unbiased, previously unattainable view of microbial behavior in situ. Using metagenomics, we found strong biological gradients across the water column in the ETSP OMZ that may be linked to ecological mechanisms (e.g., energy, niche availability) that are believed to be important in shaping macro-organism biodiversity. This study provides initial perspective on the ecological processes and drivers of biodiversity patterns in and around the OMZ, and also demonstrates the utility of metagenomic data for simultaneous investigation of phylogenetic and functional diversity of microbial assemblages across steep environmental gradients.
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